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Thinking and solving problems 
 Creativity, reflecting on & learning from own 
actions, prioritising, analysing situations,, 
developing solutions 
Using numbers effectively 
 Measuring, recording measurements, 
calculating, estimating quantities, relating 
numbers to the job 
Using language effectively 
 Writing clearly & in a way appropriate to the 
context, ordering facts and concepts logically 
Using IT effectively 
 Operating a computer using basic systems and 
learning other applications as necessary, using 
telephones and other technology to 
communicate 
Understanding the business 
 Understanding how the individual job fits into 
the organisation as a whole, Recognising the 
needs of stakeholders, judging risks, 











 Core	subjects:	English, world languages, arts, 
mathematics, economics, science, geography, history, 
government & civics	
 21st	Century	themes:	literacies	in	global awareness, 
finance, economics, business and entrepreneurship, civics, 
health, environment	
Information, media & technology 
 Information literacy 
o Access & evaluate information 
o Use and manage information 
 Media literacy: analyse & create media 
 ICT literacy: apply technology effectively 































































Working together and communicating 
 Cooperating, being assertive, persuading, being 
responsible to others, speaking clearly to 





Learning & innovation skills (2)
 Communication & Collaboration 
o Communicate	clearly	
o Collaborate with others	
Life	&	Career	Skills	(1)	
 Social & cross cultural skills 
o Interact	effectively	with	others	
o Work	effectively	in	diverse	teams	






























































 Ready to participate make suggestions,  accept 
new ideas & constructive criticism, take 
responsibility for outcomes 
Self Management 
 Punctuality & time management, fitting dress 
& behaviour to context, overcoming challenges 









 Initiative & self-direction 
o Manage goals & time 
o Work independently 
o Be self-directed learners 
 Productivity & accountability 
o Manage projects 
o Produce results 
 Flexibility & adaptability 
o Adapt to change 
















































































Evaluate information and data 
Accurately report information 
Synthesise information and data 
Accurately document information from different sources 
Critically question 
Communicate effectively with discipline specialists 
Understand essential concepts relating to the specific discipline 
Share new knowledge with others 
Basic general knowledge in technical area 














































Lead a new venture  
Marshal resources for a new enterprise 
Identify key people in a venture 
Gain management support for a new enterprise 
Inspire others 
Negotiate 
Knowledge of administrative systems 
Form an effective team 
Willingness to take risks 
Work effectively in uncertain environments  
Influence team behaviour to promote positive team outcomes 
Plan business ventures 
Recognise an opportunity 
Work autonomously 


































































Knowledge of accounting 
Knowledge of financial systems 
Knowledge of general principles of law relating to business 






















Manage a project 
Mentor 
Reach a timely independent decision  
Apply knowledge in practice 
Build positive customer relations 
Apply discipline knowledge to solution of problems of an unfamiliar 
nature 
Apply discipline knowledge to solution of problems of a familiar nature 









































Behave in a non-judgmental manner 
Respond positively to feedback 
Appreciation of cultural diversity 
Reflect on own performance 
Interpret team dynamics 






























Adapt one’s own skills and knowledge to fit with other professionals 
Work collaboratively with other professions 
Work in an interdisciplinary team 
Communicate effectively with non-experts 


























Effective written communication skills 
Effective oral communication skills 
Strong action orientation 





















Knowledge of commercialisation pathways 
Understanding of technology valuation 
Understand emerging technology and its potential impact   





















Responsibility for continuing professional learning 













Acquire new external knowledge 
Assimilate new external knowledge with existing knowledge 




















































Cumulative	%	of	Variance 68.299  
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Figure	1:		Conceptual	framework	of	the	innovation	and	commercialisation	industry	displaying	the	
types	of	organisations	and	their	relationship	to	the	pipeline	process.		Abbreviations	used:	R&D	=	
research	and	development,	R&d	=	research	and	initial	development.	
	
	
	
	
	
